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It is estimated that total Wi-Fi traffic will account for half of the total IP traffic by 2020. Maximized 
coverage with optimal network performance is the essential requirement of Wi-Fi networks. Wireless 
mesh networks (WMNs) are gaining popularity, which can be attributed to the fact that WMNs 
provide ubiquitous coverage, and they eliminate the need for cabling. Furthermore, the recent IEEE 
standards, e.g., 802.11ac, can provide throughput comparable to wired networks, thus, significantly 
reducing the disadvantage of multi-hop communication of WMNs. 

 
AirTies Wireless Networks develops its proprietary WMN solutions for premium home Wi-Fi 
networks. AirTies WMN solutions comprise multiple multi-band concurrent Access Points (APs) that 
run intelligent distributed algorithms to operate in harmony as if the multi-AP network is a single 
entity. AirTies develops features that ensure optimal WMN performance. In particular, hybrid mesh 
routing provides shortest path packet routing, Client Steering ensures that the clients are always 
serviced by the optimal AP in the network, and Interference Avoidance and Channel Selection 
ensures that the network operates in the best available frequency. 

 
In this talk, major elements that impact the performance of WMNs are presented, and optimization 
of these elements through cloud-assisted methods is discussed. Particularly, the airtime capacity 
maximization problem in a WMN is considered. Key parameters that impact the airtime capacity are 
defined, and the solutions on how to collect, analyze, and optimize network performance in an actual 
WMN based on these parameters are presented. 
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